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Abstract

Cognitive assistance may be valuable in applications that reduce costs and improve quality in healthcare systems. Use cases and scenarios include persuasion, i.e., the design, development and evaluation of interactive technologies aimed at changing users’ attitudes or behaviours through persuasion, but not through coercion or deception. We motivate persuasion for healthcare systems and propose solutions from an artificial intelligence (AI) perspective for conceptual design and system implementation. The goal is to develop an IoT (Internet-Of-Things) toolbox towards AI-based persuasive technologies for healthcare systems.

Motivation

Smartphones and watches have the potential not only to help collect user data (wearable devices can detect sensor data in user contexts), but to help the user stay on track for achieving a personal health-related goal. They can for example communicate health-related messages to the user (see, e.g., mobile notifications). Persuasion technologies can hence be contextualised: they can be issued in contexts when the chance is higher that the notification is being attended to and is not ignored. This is a step towards widely available medical decision support systems, delivering health interventions by multimodal interfaces.

The approach we attempt to make by persuasion is moving people in certain directions: to pay full attention and possess complete information for self-control by, e.g., smartphone notifications, augmented reality glasses, or robot companions. The approach assumes that user choices are not blocked, fenced off, or significantly burdened. Two different approaches of choice architecture are relevant: first, the one promoted by (Thaler and Sunstein 2009) with the key claim that real people make mistakes systematically, and that people are often subject to making mistakes that are the result of widely occurring biases, heuristics, and fallacies. These include for example when people predict the frequency of an event based on how easily an example can be brought to mind; or when people are very likely to continue a course of action since it has been traditionally the one pursued, even though this course of action may clearly not be in their best interest. Second, (Jameson et al. 2014) promote a choice architecture for human-computer interaction with the key goal of providing a solid understanding of the psychology of choice and decision making, i.e., how do people go about making choices in their everyday lives, with or without computing technology and strategies and multimodal technologies for supporting everyday choices. Here, persuasion means to “increase the likelihood that the chooser will choose a particular option (e.g., fruit salad instead of cake); or will choose an option from some particular class (e.g., fruits and vegetables); or adopt a particular goal (e.g., eat in a more health-conscious way)” (Fogg 2002) introduces the useful distinction of macro- and micro-level persuasion; macro-level persuasion is designed to encourage people to reduce the risk of diabetes for example, especially if they are overweight or have a family history of the disease. Micro-level elements can be reminders and visualizations towards the goal of changing health-related habits, e.g., to get more physical activity and improve blood sugar control by eating more bread, pasta products and cereals. In the context of multimodal dialogue, micro-level persuasion could be implemented by clever system initiative or turn-taking behaviour related to personal health records (Saparova 2012) and quantified self, to reason about target health behaviours.

We can identify special target groups in the multimodal-multisensory interface context as public sector applications: cognitive assistance in terms of persuasion can improve quality care in healthcare systems. For example, young children in educational contexts (e.g., traffic, nutrition), adults with obesity, or dementia. Persuasion complements reality orientation and validation dialogue (Sonntag 2015). Quantified self is often viewed as a strategy to enable persuasion as pure information can be an effective nudge. Fundamental science and technology for cognitive assistance requires conceptual design and prototypical system implementations to evaluate societal aspects of cognitive assistant-people interactions. Therefore, IoT frameworks become more important for quantified self solutions as they collect the required multisensory data streams. In addition, personalised persuasive systems and persuasion through gamification and serious games have great potential. We develop a prototypical IoT toolbox towards AI-based persuasive technologies for healthcare systems.
Conceptual Design

This research is situated within a larger project (Sonntag 2015) with the ultimate goal of developing a companion robot (Biundo et al. 2016) that gets user information from the IoT framework and exhibits comprehensible multimodal dialogue for persuasion and is entertaining to interact with. The design of interactions, experiences, and persuasion strategies is the point at which the AI experts will combine technology for understanding people, their processes, their needs, their contexts, in order to create scenarios in which AI technology can be integrated: to predict intentions or anticipate actions; then to change users’ attitudes or behaviours (e.g., eat in a more health-conscious way).

Context Modelling

Context modelling takes place at the different levels of persuasion, i.e., increase the likelihood that the chooser will choose a particular option, choose an option from some particular class or adopt a particular goal. Context modelling subsumes the physical activity context and the task context (Bettini et al. 2010). Context attributes are, e.g., context objects, location, and user activity. Therefore, activity recognition has a crucial role to play in our scenarios. AI-based models of context information include to capture ontology-based classes and relations, as well as axiomatic models (e.g., constraints on conflicting location information) and software architecture for observing and modelling human activity, to achieve context awareness (Crowley et al. 2002).

Scenarios

Interpreting, using, and developing behavioral theory (Hekler et al. 2013) tries to include behavioral theory in persuasion-related presentation design. In this way, important conversation rules of persuasive messages for given scenarios (figure 1) and situations of brief motivational interventions (Lisetti, Amini, and Yasavur 2015; Gelissen and Sonntag 2015) can be formulated. (1) interprets the eye tracking signal and offers nutrition facts label for unpackaged foods (orange rectangles illustrates persuasive information); (2) illustrates the use of wearable IoT frameworks to allow quantified self solutions to generate context data for persuasive information; (3) depicts the use of mixed reality interfaces (head-worn displays) to present personalised persuasive information that is registered into the environment and spatial context (Kiyokawa 2016); (4) illustrates to self-report food and medication intake data via mobile devices for personalising persuasive information; (5) illustrates the medical cyber-physical system character, to give persuasive feedback messages in real-time. In order to include information from multiple biosensors and other low-level context sensors (e.g., 2D and 3D vision sensors), this information must be turned into higher level context information, a semantic interpretation. In order to recognise activities and detect event and situations, low-level contextual cues must be integrated into a (human-understandable) ontological representation. User defined context labels of situations, events or even emotions are a prerequisite for supervised machine learning experiments in this sector—dominated by activity recognition.

Figure 1: Persuasion Scenarios
System Implementation and AI Toolbox

Along with each of these scenarios and mobile situations and contexts, new AI tools are being developed. Although they are all in early states of development, we can expect that either they will become part of an AI "toolbox" for persuasion over the next few years.

We implemented a sensor network architecture to observe "states" of the physical world and provide real-time access to the data for interpretation. In addition, context-aware applications may need access to a timeline of past events (and world states) in terms of context histories for reasoning purposes. In addition, the prediction of future states (for goal-oriented systems such as persuasive multimodal dialogue systems) can make substantial contributions to a context management system. Context attributes are, e.g., context objects, location, and user activity. Activity recognition has a crucial role to play in our scenarios:

- For semantic labelling, we developed a multi-channel annotation tool that works on several input devices (figure 2) and produces events on a timeline (episodic memory).
- For automatic object detection (figure 3), we (1) incorporated the gaze signal and the egocentric camera of the eye tracker to identify the objects the user focusses at; (2) employed object classification based on deep learning and common objects in context of non-iconic images based on (Lin et al. 2014). Our architecture uniquely combines image patch detection with object detection of non-iconic images, and image descriptions (Karpathy and Li 2015).
- For activity recognition, we use a case-based reasoning system (Toyama and Sonntag 2015) that is combined with conceptNet1.

The persuasion architecture with the multimodal-multisensory dialogue interface is shown in figure 4. The sensor network architecture is displayed in orange, the input interpreter and dialogue framework is the second tier (Neßelrath 2016); the databases are in the backend. Uncertainty of context information, and the need to reason about uncertainty for inferring context models, brings us to differentiate between several representations of context models in the dialogue architecture. The backend databases as context models consist of an episodic timeline and a Cloudant DB

Future Research

The goal is to apply the persuasion "toolbox" to treat patients as intelligent healthcare consumers and to bring into balance their understanding of their own situation and persuasive decision support technology (nudges). We will evaluate the significance of expressiveness and attention in human-robot interaction for persuasion (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons 2001) and architectures for cognitive computing, such as Watson, that can support persuasion dialogue. The following questions raise some issues: How will the data from the experiment be gathered? Will it be complete? Will it interfere with the anticipated normal use?
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